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Introduction 

Dorothy Height of the Young Women’s Christian Association and J. Oscar Lee of the 

Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America published their co-authored book, The 

Christian Citizen and Civil Rights: A Guide to Study and Action, in December of 1948.1 At its 

most basic level, The Christian Citizen and Civil Rights served as a condensed version of To 

Secure These Rights, the one hundred seventy-seven-page report of President Truman’s 

Committee on Civil Rights.2 Summarizing many of the findings of To Secure These Rights and 

supplementing them with anecdotes and social science research, Height and Lee outlined various 

civil rights issues such as poll taxes, housing discrimination, segregation of the army, and police 

violence. They also provided theological and philosophical reasons for why an American 

Christian had “a responsibility both to the Christian tradition and to his democratic heitage [sic]” 

to work for civil rights.3 The Christian Citizen and Civil Rights served as an important conduit 

through which leaders in churches and Christian Associations could understand To Secure These 

Rights.  

Height and Lee informed users that, “Study of the [Civil Rights Committee’s] Report 

requires more than reading it,” advice that also applied to The Christian Citizen and Civil 

Rights.4 Published just after the United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, Height and Lee’s work was an interactive guide which encouraged small group 

discussions in which readers could process civil rights issues.5 According to Height and Lee, the 

creation of “some smaller group” was necessary because, “Everybody’s business is nobody’s 

business.”6 The small group format helped facilitate discussion and raised the accountability of 

participants. The authors provided “questions for use in discussion groups” that enabled 

participants to reflect on civil rights issues in their communities.7  
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Height and Lee underscored that small group study was not, however, “an end in itself, 

studying merely for the sake of study.”8 Similarly, the conversations they encouraged were not 

simply a chance to “continue the discussion in academic fashion.”9 Rather, discussions—ideally 

interracial—were simply part of the process that combined reading with conversation and action 

steps.10 After presenting the facts about an issue, the authors included a section in bold print 

titled, “Things to Read, Discuss or Do,” related to that issue. The goal of discussion was to 

stimulate reflection and inspire action. As Height and Lee wrote, “It is not enough to have fun 

discussing things; get everyone present to begin to act by sending letters…to the Secretary of 

Defense and the Secretary of the Army…to the President…to the special committee.”11 They 

frequently suggested meeting with local public officials.12 The authors ultimately hoped that the 

small groups’ discussions and activities would act as “a little leaven in the whole organization or 

movement…to bring about the widest possible interest and the most effective action on the part 

of the whole.”13 Height and Lee hoped that discussion groups that combined social science facts 

with Christian and democratic principles would create ripples of activism in churches and 

Christian Associations all across the country. 

The Christian Citizen and Civil Rights was one of many examples of how black leaders 

in predominantly white ecumenical organizations in the 1940s and 1950s built upon a legacy of 

interracial conversations in order to eliminate prejudice and expand democracy.14 While their 

particular methodologies varied, black ecumenical leaders who created interracial discussions 

drew heavily upon three sources of authority: new research in social science, Christian theology 

and rhetoric, and the principles of democracy. Black leaders in predominantly white ecumenical 

organizations adopted a traditional white Protestant approach to race relations that combined 

education, creation of opportunities for interracial exchanges, and discussions. However, by 
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pairing new research in anthropology, sociology, and psychology with Christian and democratic 

principles, black ecumenical leaders adapted these traditions and transformed them into more 

direct forms of activism. In this way, black leaders both extended and subverted predominantly 

white Protestant ecumenical groups’ long tradition of small groups and discussions about race. 

Unlike the extremely paternalistic interracial discussions during the so-called Progressive Era, 

these conversations were not opportunities for white Christians to uplift black Christians. 

Instead, black leaders employed conversations to encourage white people to face their 

contradictions, rethink their assumptions, and live their religion and patriotism. Because of this 

work by black leaders, The Christian Citizen and Civil Rights was not simply a study guide, it 

was a Guide to Study and Action.  

The black leaders that reshaped interracial discussions—men and women like Dorothy 

Height of the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA), J. Oscar Lee and his predecessor 

George Haynes at the Federal Council of Churches (FCC), Leo Marsh of the Young Men’s 

Christian Association (YMCA), and L. Maynard Catchings of the university-based Student 

YMCA-YWCA—were major figures in their time.15 George Haynes co-founded the National 

Urban League, for example, and was the first African American to receive a PhD from Columbia 

University.16 Dorothy Height became the President of the National Council of Negro Women in 

1957 and was known as one of the “Big Six” of the Civil Rights Movement.17 Though perhaps 

not as renowned as Haynes and Height, J. Oscar Lee and Leo Marsh were also well respected 

members of the black elite.18 Even Maynard Catchings, by far the least well-known, was featured 

regularly in black and white-owned newspapers.19 

These black ecumenical leaders have largely been marginalized by historians, however, 

for two primary reasons. The first is simply that the rapid decline of numbers, prestige, and 
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power of mainline Protestantism in the United States has rendered it difficult for scholars to fully 

grasp the authority of ecumenical Protestantism during the mid-twentieth century.20 The second 

factor is that the Civil Rights and Black Power Movements demonstrated the shortcomings of the 

black elites’ strategies during the postwar period. When compared to predominantly white 

ecumenical organizations’ more forthright racial justice work after Martin Luther King Jr.’s 

“Letter from a Birmingham Jail” in 1963, the postwar period’s efforts seem half-hearted. 

Historians have described them as “tepid,” “rather naïve,” or “conciliatory.”21 The post-civil 

rights movement and black power movement critiques of this era have merit. Ecumenical 

activism in this period was more focused on prejudice and discrimination than equality or 

economics; it relied heavily upon what historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham has termed 

“respectability politics,” burdening black Americans with speaking truth to power in a polite, 

calm manner.22 Furthermore, ecumenical leaders—black and white—operated in a mode of 

liberal consensus, a consensus that would be shattered in the coming decades.23  

While historians’ descriptions of the racial justice activism of predominantly white 

ecumenical organizations in the 1940s and 1950s as “tepid” and “conciliatory” are generally 

correct, shifting the analysis from the organizations themselves to the black leaders within those 

organizations suggests that previous scholars have missed how black leaders transformed the 

practice of interracial dialogue into a tool of activism. The African American leaders examined 

here certainly did not predict all of later generations’ critiques, but they did anticipate many 

potential problems in their approach. As a result, they worked to rid these conversations of what 

Howard Thurman described as an “abundance of sentimentality masquerading under the cloak of 

fellowship” and replace it with true fellowship and reconciliation that required that conversations 

be not the last step but the first.24 The shift from “Study” to “Study and Action” required great 
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courage because these leaders were often the only African American national staff members in 

their organizations.25 Despite the limits of their methods, their activism provided an important 

precedent that made ecumenical Protestantism’s more forthright stands of the 1960s possible.  

Inspired by Aldon Morris’s insistence in 1984 on “the central and overpowering role that 

the church played,” scholarship on religion and civil rights has grown significantly in the last few 

decades.26 Much of the scholarship on mainline Protestantism has been defined by institutional 

studies that have either ended in the 1940s or focused primarily on the 1960s.27 Scholars who 

have written these works have made important contributions. Yet, the connections and 

intersections of these organizations, however, reveal how lives and relationships cut across 

institutional lines.28 Furthermore, focusing primarily on the 1960s, intellectual historians of 

religion and civil rights have rightly emphasized the centrality of the “prophetic” and 

“authenticity and existentialism.”29 Examining black leaders in ecumenical Protestant 

organizations in the 1940s and 1950s, however, shifts the theological framework to the twin yet 

sometimes contradictory principles of “community and freedom.”30 Infused with both religious 

and political meanings, these broad terms suggested a collection of people seeking to empower 

the oppressed while not abandoning the possibility of a relationship with the repentant oppressor. 

The three streams of social science, Christianity, and democracy that shaped the 

conversations will also shape this article’s structure. During the Progressive era, Protestants 

embraced both interracial conversations and new research in psychology.31 While African 

American leaders built on those legacies, they made several key changes. They incorporated new 

sociological and anthropological facts that provided support for integration, and they insisted that 

conversation was not the end of the effort to improve race relations, but the beginning. Black 

leaders employed ideas about the therapeutic to eliminate the psychological aspects of 
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discrimination and segregation. Explicit articulations of Christianity also helped combat 

segregationists’ moral and scriptural arguments. Leaders used democracy as a common ground, a 

language shared by Christian and non-Christian Americans interested in integration. 

Furthermore, by emphasizing the Christian and democratic nature of the conversations they 

facilitated, black leaders acquired space to operate within a Cold War context in which racial 

justice efforts were frequently hampered by allegations of communism. By the mid-1950s, the 

three strands of social science, Christianity, and democracy fused into an ideology of what 

Maynard Catchings called a “Community of Acceptance.”32 This community generated a crisis 

of faith for Christians who believed God ordained segregation, but it also provided a forgiving, 

supportive space for these students after they had experienced the crisis. An evaluation of the 

efficacy of black ecumenical leaders’ activism sheds light on the long historical shadow cast by 

the idea that conversation serves as the first step in working toward community and freedom.  

 

Interracial Conversations and Social Science  

 Protestant conversations about race—often referred to as the “negro problem”—became 

increasingly common with the rise of the Social Gospel during the early 1900s.33 Many white 

Protestant college students, for instance, organized small groups to discuss Student YMCA 

Secretary Willis Duke Weatherford’s 1910 book, Negro Life in the South: Present Conditions 

and Needs.34 A Southern liberal and a pioneer of the Commission on Interracial Cooperation, 

Weatherford wanted to uplift African Americans, but, like many white Social Gospel reformers, 

his efforts were colored by paternalism and segregation.35 Like other Progressive-era Protestant 

leaders organizing race-based conversations, Weatherford believed psychology did not have an 

antagonistic relationship with religion but could be incorporated to advance religious goals and 
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purposes.36 For instance, psychological research provided explicit instructions about how to 

more effectively lead group discussions. Harrison Sacket Elliot’s 1923 pamphlet The Why and 

How of Group Discussion, designed to accompany Sophia Lyon Fah’s Racial Relations and the 

Christian Ideal: A Discussion Course for College Students, instructed readers how to phrase 

questions, encourage participation, and use a blackboard effectively.37 Group discussion was not 

only an effective way to learn, according to Elliot, it was a “democratic process of 

deliberation.”38 The legacies of discussing race using psychological principles and of casting 

group discussion as a distinctly democratic process would provide important historical precedent 

for the ecumenical interracial conversations of the 1940s and 1950s. 

And yet, while mid-century conversations clearly built on progressive-era legacies, black 

leaders in predominantly white ecumenical organizations also made important adjustments. For 

one, they attempted to push conversations past merely studying and discussing the issues to 

addressing racial justice in more concrete ways. In response to the race riots in Detroit and 

around the country during World War II, George Haynes of the FCC designed “Interracial 

Clinics” to bring together “leaders of the religious, social, labor, business and civic agencies of 

the community” in order to “have full discussion of topics and to seek a consensus of judgement 

on what should be done.”39 For Haynes, interracial discussion was important, but it had to lead to 

something else. He described the clinics as the “beginning of a process aiming to end in social 

action.”40 To ensure this, Haynes encouraged each interracial clinic to create “an action 

program” and designate an agency to follow through on that program.41 Writing during the 

middle of the Montgomery bus boycott, L. Maynard Catchings urged the Student YMCA-

YWCA “Toward a new strategy in race relations” because the “social climate and conditions… 

[had] vastly changed.” Catchings believed the organization should “continue the older strategy 
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but add to it.” According to Catchings, interracial conferences and discussions ought to lead to 

“day-by-day relationships,” increased coordination with other student groups working for 

integration, and especially attempts by “student Associations to influence the power 

structures.”42 Thus, black ecumenical leaders like Catchings did not abandon the legacy of 

interracial conversations, but, unlike their Progressive-era predecessors, they insisted interracial 

discussion and interaction was merely one-step in the long process of eliminating racial 

prejudice. 

Similarly, while Protestants had a long tradition of studying “the facts” about race 

relations, black ecumenical leaders in the postwar era built on that legacy but intentionally 

subverted its gradualist and sometimes racist tendencies. Progressive-era race initiatives focused 

primarily on gathering facts. In 1950, members at the first meeting of the YMCA’s Commission 

on Interracial Practices noted the YMCA’s preference to gather facts and study the problem as 

opposed to taking action.43 According to Dorothy Height in her 1946 pamphlet Step by Step with 

Interracial Groups, white people were often the ones who preferred to seek information: “This is 

one reason for what often seems to be impatience in racial minorities…the minority has been 

realizing its sufferings from earliest childhood when often the majority is only thinking about 

‘studying the problem.’”44 Height’s quotation marks around the phrase “studying the problem” 

demonstrates her skepticism of people who called for additional study. In her mind and in the 

minds of many mid-twentieth century black leaders, “studying the problem” was simply a 

stalling tactic. While white Protestants may have preferred to continue studying, African 

Americans leaders ensured this would no longer be the sole objective.  

While they discouraged fact-finding as a stall tactic, black leaders did use social science 

facts to shape discussions. In her 1951 pamphlet Taking a Hand in Race Relations, Dorothy 
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Height wrote, “Wherever we begin we must put getting the facts first on the list—for more harm 

than good can be done if we do not know the facts.”45 As demonstrated by Height’s earlier 

skepticism regarding “studying the problem,” she was not calling for a slow process of gathering 

facts. Rather, she meant that discussion participants ought to be made aware of new research in 

anthropology, sociology, and psychology. Selecting which facts to use was key. Seemingly 

objective facts could appear to confirm racist assumptions about black inferiority.46 Through 

carefully cultivated bibliographies, suggestions for further reading, or sometimes movies or short 

films, mid-century black leaders insisted upon social science facts that debunked racial myths or 

shed light on discrimination. George Haynes wrote that local leaders needed to “face the 

facts…about local employment, housing, schools, religious barriers, leisure-time or other 

situations.”47 Framing a conversation with the right facts was crucial because, according to 

Haynes, “It often happens in discussion of race relations that opinions and prejudices instead of 

facts are used and too much heat and too little light are generated.”48 These types of facts led one 

participant at a Maynard Catchings-led integration workshop in Oregon in 1956 to declare, “I 

had always thought that integration in housing was possible but had never known the facts about 

real estate values. Now I can go home and speak and work for integration.”49 Another student 

commented, “The freedom of all those at the workshop to discuss [segregation] was an amazing 

experience for me.”50 According to those students, social science facts combined with discussion 

could be a powerful combination that encouraged further action. 

Due to the primacy of sociology to black intellectual life and reform in the twentieth 

century, many black ecumenical leaders drew heavily on sociologists.51 Swedish sociologist 

Gunnar Myrdal was especially important. Black leaders frequently cited Myrdal’s popular 1944 

book An American Dilemma where he described the contradiction between America’s creed and 
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its racial realities.52 Even without formal training in sociology, Dorothy Height suffused her 

writings with sociological findings and terms.53 Other black ecumenical leaders like George 

Haynes and Maynard Catchings were formally trained in sociology. A mentee of Du Bois, 

Haynes earned a PhD in sociology at Columbia University and founded the Department of Social 

Science and Social Work at Fisk University.54 Years later, L. Maynard Catchings worked in the 

same department at Fisk, and even travelled to Pittsburgh and Minneapolis working for Fisk 

President Charles S. Johnson’s Institute of Race Relations.55  

Black ecumenical leaders leaned on the work of anthropologists to counter biological 

racism. They repeatedly encouraged discussion participants to read the 1943 pamphlet The Races 

of Mankind by anthropologists Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish or watch the 1946 animated 

short film, The Brotherhood of Man that was based on the pamphlet.56 Both former students of 

Franz Boas and professors at Columbia University, Benedict and Weltfish claimed, “The races of 

mankind are what the Bible says they are—brothers. In their bodies is the record of their 

brotherhood.”57 Appealing to Americans’ growing sense of science as the most modern form of 

authority, Benedict and Weltfish wrote, “In any great issue that concerned the war we turned to 

science…We need the scientist just as much on the race front.”58 In other words, because 

American military victories were seeming to prove Americans’ scientific superiority, Benedict 

and Weltfish hoped that Americans’ trust in science would extend to new research on race 

conducted by Boasian anthropologists.59   

In addition to drawing on sociology and anthropology, some black ecumenical leaders 

like George Haynes also incorporated findings from psychology.60 Haynes thought that a “clinic” 

was needed due to his belief that “racial prejudice and hostile behavior patterns were social ills” 

or “mental ills.”61 For Haynes, the term “mental” was not intended to negate the social 
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dimension of prejudice, however; cultural mores that control behavior “are mental forces; they 

are moral; they are religious. They apply to people—individuals and groups.”62 These “mental-

social ills” required “effective remedies.”63 The clinic aimed to analyze and make “a ‘diagnosis,’ 

of the tensions and conflicts of given local problems” through a mix of conversation, self-

surveys, and facts presented by “a resource leader… with special knowledge and experience on 

the topic under discussion.”64 The goal of “[curing] these mental phobias” was to “produce 

mental health” for both the individual and the broader community.65 Haynes’s suggestion that 

the interaction of people with “different psychological conditionings” could eliminate racial 

prejudice anticipated psychologist Gordon Allport’s contact hypothesis in his landmark 1954 

book, The Nature of Prejudice.66  

 By the 1950s, as psychologists were continuing to publish on psychotherapy, ecumenical 

Protestants increasingly understood interracial conversations and interactions as a way to 

ameliorate mental health difficulties.67 For example, a 1950 YMCA manual posed the discussion 

question, “To what extent does modern psychology consider exclusion and not belonging as the 

cause for psycho-neurotic personality difficulties?”68 Even though they did not abandon 

legislation—Dorothy Height said in 1951, “while laws are not the whole answer, good ones 

help”69—many ecumenical Protestants came to see the persistence of residential segregation in 

areas without Jim Crow laws as a matter of psychology.70 According to a subgroup of Maynard 

Catching’s National Council of the Student YMCA-YWCA, “With the break-through in the 

segregated social structure, the frontier in integration is fast coming to rest in psychology. 

Experimental programs in group therapy are needed.”71 Particularly after the Supreme Court 

ruled against the segregation of public schools in 1954 in Brown v. Board of Education of 

Topeka, liberal Protestants believed psychology and therapy were necessary because simply 
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outlawing segregation was not enough to achieve true integration. In a 1955 letter, Catchings 

described how discussions could serve as group therapy. He wrote: 

These sessions proved therapeutic in that they aided the student to discover his 

own attitudes and to evaluate them in the light of his faith, or to reexamine his 

faith in the light of his attitudes. Often students who attended interracial projects 

or student conferences testified that their personal growth in this area was directly 

related to their experiences in a community of acceptance. Through these 

expressions many students were able to see new ways in which they might 

discover the true vitality of the Christian faith.72 

 

Catchings’ “therapeutic” sessions were not intended to make participants feel good. Instead, they 

were supposed to provoke a student’s reexamination of his or her faith in order to cure what 

Haynes called “mental-social ills.” While Catchings’ statement evinces the growing 

understanding of therapy as “personal growth,” it also shows how the therapeutic still had both 

collective and individual dimensions in the postwar era. Catchings’ letter also demonstrates the 

interconnectedness between the therapeutic and the “vitality of the Christian faith.”  

 

Interracial Conversations and Christianity 

In February of 1956, as segregationist politicians were crafting the Southern Manifesto, 

Maynard Catchings led a workshop on integration in Portland, Oregon.73 Gladys Lowther began 

her report of the workshop by writing, “‘You’ve got to have the facts, ma’am.’ Yes, and you 

must also feel the impact of those facts. Students in the Pacific Northwest need experience, as 

well as knowledge, to help them understand a problem like integration which is more subtle 

here.”74 Facts were vital to shaping interracial conversations, but, as noted by the Leo Marsh-led 

YMCA Interracial Study Commission, “facts alone will not remove prejudices.”75 Black 

ecumenical leaders targeted participants’ emotions by turning to psychology and the therapeutic. 

Just as frequently, and occasionally even at the same time, black ecumenical leaders turned to 
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religion. To make participants “feel” the facts, they promoted liberal Christian theologies and 

employed Christian practices that appealed to participants’ emotions and spirituality. 

The blending of social science and religion was not new. At first glance, mid-century 

interracial conversations may appear to be completely secular endeavors. The same could be said 

for the ecumenical organizations themselves. But black ecumenical leaders did not see it that 

way.  Rather, social science and religion coexisted together in a grey space between the secular 

and the sacred.76 Dorothy Height, for instance, remarked that leaders should “make better use of 

more advanced materials in sociology, psychology, anthropology, religion together with… recent 

experiments in interracial education.”77 Countering assumptions about the conflict between 

religion and science, George Haynes wrote, “Religious leaders were the first social scientists. 

They were emphasizing the fact of man’s social and moral nature. Religionists have sought 

through knowledge, wisdom and revelation to apply the dynamic of the inner, emotional, 

personal growth to social life.”78 Haynes emphasized the connections between religion and social 

science again in 1946 when he wrote that the interracial clinic “has both scientific and religious 

foundations.”79 

Black ecumenical leaders were not naïve about the drawbacks of the clinic’s religious 

foundation. They knew white Christians and their churches had used scripture to provide 

religious sanction for white supremacy.80 During the civil rights era, many white Christians 

insisted that God had intentionally separated the races.81 Even non-segregationists argued against 

political action and disruption.82 Height and Lee noted in Christian Citizen and Civil Rights, for 

example, that they often heard Christians express fear about becoming “involved in the ‘dirty 

matters of politics.’”83 In 1950 during the first meeting of the YMCA’s interracial commission, 

Leo Marsh recorded that Prather Hauser of the Detroit YMCA said, “we hesitate to make 
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pronouncements, sign petitions, and go to court, because of the ‘Christian’ in Young Men’s 

Christian Association.”84 White Christians from across the theological spectrum frequently 

prioritized order over justice. 

This emphasis on order helped shape interracial conversations. Interracial conversations, 

particularly those organized by Charles Johnson and George Haynes in the aftermath of the race 

riots and uprisings during World War II, could be understood as a way to channel black rage. 

They forced men and women of color to engage in polite conversation about the racial terror and 

discrimination that affected their communities. Clearly, interracial conversations could be used 

as a conservative tactic.  

Yet, even as they adopted this tactic, black leaders in predominantly white ecumenical 

organizations sought to rid it of its conservative tendencies by actively promoting understandings 

of scripture that suggested the Christian faith demanded working for racial justice and 

reconciliation. In 1945, George Haynes wrote that Christian churches were tasked with, “Setting 

forth the moral and spiritual values in human relations and fostering the social action to apply 

those values.”85 Similarly, Maynard Catchings promoted a theology of integration in the Student 

YMCA-YWCA. He wrote in 1955 that he was tasked “to delineate the meaning of the Christian 

faith…for intergroup relations and for social concern and action.”86 Catchings’ attempt to 

delineate Christianity and racial justice was not simply for students’ self-betterment. Rather, it 

was a way to combat the harmful ideologies and theologies of segregationists. In addition to 

prioritizing explicit activism, a 1958 Study and Action Guide called for bible study because 

“Christian students should know their Bibles, and be able to refute unworthy statements 

attributed to it” by “segregationists…constantly try to find a basis for their position in 

scripture.”87 What scholar Charles Marsh has called a “complex theological drama,” did not take 
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place solely between movement leaders—sometimes the drama’s actors were intimate 

acquaintances.88 In 1956, Catchings relayed a story told to him by a white student from a 

southern white campus: “I told my folks I was going to attend an interracial conference and at 

breakfast Mom said to Dad, ‘Don’t ask grace this morning – it won’t be heard because our 

daughter has decided to do something which is an affront to God.’”89 In addition to providing 

positive interracial experiences, interracial conferences and workshops had to equip participants 

to return home with the tools to combat arguments made by friends and families. 

The idea that all human beings, regardless of race, had the same relationship to God stood 

at the heart of the theology that black ecumenical leaders promoted. George Haynes described it 

as the insistence upon “infinite worth of each human being and equality of all men as children of 

God.”90 While not necessarily new, this language of “infinite worth” and “children of God” was 

used repeatedly by black ecumenical leaders.91 Sometimes they employed a Christocentric 

theology. For example, Haynes wrote that Christians should not accept a defeatist mentality 

about racism, but hold fast to the belief that the “dynamic power of the life, work, and teachings 

of Jesus and all the traditions of faith, hope, and love of Christ…can solve race problems.”92 By 

emphasizing the teachings and love of Christ and that people of all races are children of God, 

black ecumenical leaders provided Christians with religious arguments to counter the theologies 

of segregationists and to work for integration. 

While the inclusive, action-oriented theologies that black ecumenical leaders promoted 

certainly built on the historical legacies of the Social Gospel, they also differed in important 

ways. Maynard Catchings wrote that students “who are able to work through their theology to an 

active concern for social issues feel a tremendous spiritual support for their efforts in social 

action.”93 Catchings’ insistence that students had to “work through their theology” indicates the 
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new theological emphasis of the Student YMCA-YWCA. He related how one student put it: 

“The new theology provides a firmer foundation for social action than the old social gospel. We 

know we must act out of partial knowledge. We do not expect the millennium. Having found a 

new life in Christ, our social action becomes an ‘earnest of our faith.’”94 The Christian theologies 

promoted by black ecumenical leaders in discussion-oriented workshops, clinics, and 

conversation guides provided an important religious rationale for why Christians should engage 

in social action.  

In addition to providing theological arguments for why Christians must work for civil 

rights, mid-century black ecumenical leaders also turned to religion because of its authority over 

the supposed non-rational elements of life. George Haynes, for instance, thought churches should 

partner with the government, schools, businesses, and social agencies so that “the Christian 

ethical and spiritual forces will be applied.”95 According to Haynes, “spiritual forces” had a part 

to play in combatting intellectual and emotional resistance to integration. Haynes wrote that 

Christian values that supported integration “need to be repeated and repeated through all the 

means of religious education for the children, the young people, and adults. This should be not 

only an intellectual exercise but also an emotional experience in mass contact of the races.”96 

According to Haynes, under the right circumstance, interracial interaction could provide that 

emotional experience.  

Formal worship services were such a circumstance.97 Haynes encouraged local organizers 

to hold formal worship services to open or close the interracial clinic sessions.98 Similarly, in 

1958 after a day of “good intergroup experiences in discussion, recreation, eating together, 

informal conversation” and a film to bring facts to prompt discussion, Catchings and the Student 

YMCA-YWCA closed with “Worship [to tie] the day into a unit of Christian concern.”99 
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Christian worship services functioned on two levels: they served as spiritual and emotional 

experiences that could more fully convict participants of facts and they framed seemingly 

political practices and discussions as faith practices. 

Through worship and other religiously-motivated spiritual and emotional experiences, 

ecumenical Protestants believed Christians could transcend and transform society’s racist values. 

For example, a 1955 Student YMCA-YWCA document suggested that “although man tends to 

reflect the customs of his environment, it is possible through an inner spiritual experience for 

him to transcend the particular environment in which he lives, in terms of his values and 

attitudes.”100 Ecumenical Protestants believed it was indeed possible for a white Christian in the 

Jim Crow South to “transcend” the racist culture by means of a “spiritual experience.” According 

to George Haynes in 1945, “Psychologists and psychiatrists believe there is widespread evidence 

of distorted personalities among the White population of the United States” due to the “moral 

effects of the caste system,” but that this “will not be changed unless religion applies its healing 

dynamic.”101 Partly deriving from spiritual and emotional experiences and partly deriving from 

the financial and organizational capacity of institutional religion, this healing dynamic was both 

individual and social.102 Haynes concluded that the “task of the churches is social action on the 

widest scale,” but he also wrote that “the commitment and zeal of the individual…is the bedrock 

on which group action must build.”103 Through religious rhetoric, arguments, and worship, black 

ecumenical leaders attempted to provide spiritual and emotional reasons to eliminate prejudice 

within individual discussants and broader society. 
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Interracial Conversations and Democracy 

Mid-century organizers of race-based discussions drew on the language of democracy 

significantly more than their Progressive-era predecessors.104 In 1945, only a few months after 

the surrender of Nazi Germany to Allied forces, George Haynes wrote about the dangerous 

effects of rearing children “under conditions where the idealism of Christianity and the principles 

of democracy are loudly preached but hypocritically practiced.”105 Like many YWCA staffers, 

Dorothy Height relied heavily on the language of democracy.106 She described interracial groups 

as “a laboratory for democratic living” in 1946, and in 1951 she wrote, “It is our job to make real 

the promise of democracy.”107 Maynard Catchings and the Student YMCA-YWCA also 

embraced the language of democracy in the mid-1950s. Catchings wrote, “Every attempt must be 

made to advance pro-democratic attitudes among college students if we are to insure the 

continuation and strengthening of our democratic way of life. To establish democratic attitudes 

among students, it is essential that democratic goals and practices become their normal 

experience during their college years…the task ahead is clear.”108 For these black leaders, 

“democracy” was synonymous with integration and the inclusion of all voices, regardless of a 

speaker’s skin color.109 In this way, democracy became an everyday practice, prefiguring the 

participatory democracy and social action of the 1960s. 

During World War II and the Cold War, the familiar language of democracy appealed to 

white Americans’ patriotism. Democratic language helped black leaders position their 

conversations and activism as quintessentially American. Unlike segregationists, they were 

helping make what Gunnar Myrdal called the “American Creed” a reality.110 In 1951, a 

subcommittee of the YMCA’s Study Commission on Interracial Practices wrote, “In this period 

when the battle to win the allegiance of men’s minds is at its height, those who believe in 
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Christian democracy may not postpone the minimum requirement that the practices of these 

Associations, which claim to be Christian, should at least show no greater racial bias than those 

adhering to Communism, who not only preach but practice racial equality.”111 Writing two 

weeks after Chinese and North Korean forces captured Seoul during the Korean War, members 

of the YMCA Study Commission knew the stakes of the war against communism.112 They could 

not risk domestic policy negatively affecting foreign policy. In Taking a Hand in Race Relations, 

Dorothy Height emphasized the “International Reason” for supporting civil rights. According to 

Height, other countries “hear our words about democracy at the same time that they feel the pull 

of communism… How can our love of democracy be real, they ask, when we will not practice it 

at home? Show us democracy, don’t tell us about it, they seem to be saying.”113 By positioning 

their projects as a defense of democracy’s moral integrity, Height and others provided an 

additional reason why white Americans should join them. Even if they were deaf to black 

Americans’ cries of injustice, white Americans might listen to patriotic appeals to American 

superiority and exceptionalism.114 

The language of democracy gave black leaders space to operate during the Cold War, an 

era suspicious of all things radical. Dorothy Height later recalled, “a few years before, when we 

were more of an open society… a Republican, a Communist, a Socialist, a Democrat, whoever 

else could all sit down together.” Collaboration across the political spectrum was no longer 

possible. Height also lamented, “if you protested against the lack of jobs or against 

discrimination, immediately you were considered a Communist. You were considered 

unpatriotic.”115 In 1948, just a few months after Whittaker Chambers accused Alger Hiss of 

running a spy ring within the U.S. State Department, Joseph Kamp claimed that communists had 

infiltrated Height’s organization in his booklet Behind the Lace Curtains of the YWCA.116 
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Students also feared being labelled communists. Writing in 1956, Maynard Catchings quoted a 

white male college student from the Midwest as saying, “I believe I would like to do something 

about improving race relations but on our campus anybody who wants to change things is 

considered a ‘radical’ and to many people a ‘radical’ means a communist and I don’t do anything 

along this line for I don’t want to be branded as a ‘radical.’ It would severely handicap my 

opportunities for getting a good position in industry when I get my engineering degree.”117 The 

fear of being labelled a radical did not paralyze everyone, but it certainly was felt—to some 

degree or another—by people of all races. 

Even though they were no longer able to freely collaborate across the political spectrum, 

Americans were, for the most part, increasingly able to collaborate across the religious spectrum. 

As historian Kevin Schultz has argued, the postwar era became largely defined as a “Tri-Faith 

America” that included both Catholics and Jews, as well as Protestants.118 Liberal Protestant 

ecumenical groups increasingly formally partnered with non-Protestant organizations. 

Sometimes this happened on a local level. In Louisville, Kentucky, in December 1945, the 

Young Men’s Hebrew Association, YMCA, YWCA, a Catholic youth group, and students from 

the all-black Central High school united to hold conversations about “interracial and interfaith 

relations.”119 These connections were even more prevalent on a national scale. The Student 

YMCA-YWCA encouraged students to subscribe to Catholic literature, including The Catholic 

Interracialist, renamed Community Magazine in 1955.120 Black ecumenical leaders also 

maintained a close alliance with liberal Jews.121 For example, a 1956 Student YMCA-YWCA 

document listed the National Conference of Christians and Jews second under a heading 

“Cooperation with Similar Programs of Other Organizations.”122 In addition, many of the 

discussion and action guides referenced material produced by the Jewish-affiliated Anti-
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Defamation League.”123 While not specifically about race, the Anti-Defamation League’s 

pamphlet “Group Dynamics and Social Action” described a fictional liberal group called 

“Society for Democracy” and how its group conversations were an expression of how to use 

“democratic methods to create the good society.”124  

Black ecumenical leaders used democracy as a common ground, a language shared by 

both Christians and non-Christians interested in integration. While the YWCA had used the 

language of democracy and citizenship for a long time, Dorothy Height’s reticence to use 

explicit Christian language may have also been rooted in a personal experience. After attending 

several communist meetings before the war, a young communist told her, “Dorothy, I wish you 

would stop bringing in all that Christian stuff.” While Height responded in the moment by 

defending her faith, the young man’s statement may have had a lasting impact on her. Even 

though that experience convinced her she was not a communist, she continued to attend their 

meetings. She later recalled, “Many of us discovered among Communists new angles on ways to 

make our democracy work better.”125 One of those new angles may have been avoiding language 

that excluded potential allies. 

The adoption of democratic and civic rhetoric did not mean an abandonment of the 

religious nature of their work, however. Most black leaders believed religion and democracy 

were the roots that undergirded action. For instance, Height wrote in 1946 that leaders should 

“have some dynamic for moving ahead—rooted in religion and democracy.”126 While they 

acknowledged that “Christianity and democracy cannot be made identical,” Height, Lee, and 

other black leaders often blurred the distinctions between the two, such as in their titular phrase 

“Christian Citizen.”127 Many leaders were unfazed by this blending because they believed that 

democracy was steeped in the religious principles of Judaism, Catholicism, and Protestantism. 
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For instance, Height and Lee wrote, “many of the characteristics which are so important in 

determining the spirit and form of American life are rooted in Judeo-Christian tradition.”128 

According to Height and Lee, “both Christian teaching and our democratic heritage affirm the 

intrinsic worth of man.”129 For many black leaders, the only rhetorical difference between 

describing a Christian society and a democratic society was whether one included the phrase “as 

a child of God” after affirming a person’s worth.130 To create a society that affirmed the worth of 

all persons was thus an American Christian’s “responsibility both to the Christian tradition and to 

his democratic heitage [sic].131 

Black ecumenical leaders employed what Maynard Catchings called “democratic student 

discussion” as a way to help American Christians fulfill that responsibility.132 Dorothy Height 

recalled, “Too often, people in Christian groups babbled on about how ‘all men are created 

equal’ or ‘we’re all children of God,’ but if you asked them what line they were going to pursue 

to make those ideas reality, their convictions seemed to crumble…They’d always have some 

excuse for not taking direct action.”133 Discussion questions forced participants to think about 

how democratic-Christian principles could be applied in their own community. For example, 

after the section describing the commission’s findings regarding “The Safety and Security of 

Persons” and “police brutality,” Height and Lee asked groups to discuss questions such as: 

“What do you know about your local police situation?” or “Is your police force representative of 

the various racial groups who live in the community?” or “In what ways could your police 

department assure a personnel equally sympathetic with all people? Is there a police training 

course which includes some interpretation of the complex social problems involved in interracial 

relations?”134 Sometimes leaders paired questions with suggestions for action; in this case, 

Height and Lee encouraged participants to contact their local police department to discuss 
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implementing training methods regarding racial justice.135 Thus, discussion questions 

encouraged participants to see themselves as what Height called “the people behind the 

lawmakers,” who had both the capacity and the responsibility to work for a society that respected 

the worth of all people.136  

 

The Struggle for Community and Freedom 

On June 10, 1949, eleven months after liberals at the Democratic National Convention in 

Philadelphia overcame Dixiecrat opposition to pass a civil rights platform, YMCA leaders came 

together for a two-day interracial conference in the same city.137 Conference participants listened 

to lectures like “Racial ‘Myth-takes’” by anthropologist Ethel Alpenfels before discussing how 

“each person can individually work for interracial advance.”138 The conference workbook 

opened with a letter entitled “Around the Conference Table” by African American educator, 

Leslie Pinckney Hill. Hill wrote, “Everybody is seeking light and wisdom and deep 

understanding. Everybody is forgetting himself that the inward eyes of his spirit may be opened 

to his neighbor’s need.”139 The delegates were not simply talking—they were participating in a 

group discussion prompted by social scientists, guided by democratic principles, and inflected 

with religious meaning. Later in his letter, Hill called on the delegates of the conference to create 

“a courageously democratic community following unafraid the banner of our Lord, Jesus 

Christ.”140 The language of “community” linked democratic practices, Jesus Christ, and, though 

Hill did not mention it directly, the social science facts that framed the conversations. 

Building on earlier emphases of “brotherhood” and “sisterhood,” mid-century liberal 

Protestants increasingly articulated their faith as it related to racial justice through the language 

of “community.” While Haynes and other 1940s leaders made occasional references to a 
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religiously infused “democratic community,” the Student YMCA-YWCA wholeheartedly 

embraced the language of community in the mid-1950s, as indicated by the April 1956 issue of 

the organization’s magazine, The Intercollegian.141 The issue, entitled “…toward community,” 

focused solely on race, integration, and civil rights. As aptly demonstrated by the striking 

abstract cover artwork by Ken Nishi, “community” expressed integration and the love of Christ, 

and could only occur after the elimination of segregation.142 In his article “they parted with 

prejudice,” Maynard Catchings described four examples of how “face-to-face conversation” 

between people of different races led to the elimination of prejudice.143 Again, interracial 

Christian worship could also help in this process. According to Catchings, a Southern white 

student who had fallen in love with a black American at an international Student YMCA-YWCA 

conference noted “feeling the warmth of community during communion” and returned to his 

college and began working for the removal of racial discrimination and integration.144 Once free 

of racial prejudices, Christians were, as one student described, “able to live out [their] faith.”145  

A few pages later, Robert McAfee Brown, a white activist and theologian at Union 

Theological Seminary, argued that the “divine community” was Christians’ best resource for 

resolving the tensions between the “unequivocal…demands” of the gospel and current racial 

realities.146 According to Brown, “it is only within that community that the judgment of God can 

be proclaimed at the same time that the mercy of God is exemplified. Within the community 

Christians can be free to speak the truth in love. It may be harsh truth, but it can be spoken in 

accents of compassion.” For Brown, the “divine community” was both an ideal and a reality. 

Brown openly acknowledged that divine community “may seem a preposterous way to describe 

the Christian church as we know it,” but he insisted that it is in “the divine community—the 
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redemptive fellowship through whom, in however broken a way, God’s will is done—that we 

have an ultimate resource for meeting the problem of the Christian and the race issue.”147  

 Yet, writing several months later, Maynard Catchings pointed out that striking the proper 

balance between judgement and mercy remained a difficult challenge for advocates of 

“community.” Catchings often used the phrase “Community of Acceptance,” but as he himself 

noted, this phrase could cause confusion. Under his section entitled “The Theological Dilemma,” 

Catchings argued that many Christian students’ “devotion to an idea of community which 

includes those who believe in racial segregation as well as those who oppose it, makes it difficult 

for one to make an incisive thrust toward racial integration.” Part of the problem was the idea 

that all Christians were equally in need of God’s salvation. Catchings wrote, “With all standing 

in need of salvation, who is he to attack others, however wrong their positions may be.”148 Even 

if they personally believed in integration, white liberal Christian students often failed to provide 

a salient critique of segregationist Christians—they preferred to quietly, passively oppose 

segregation.149 Thanks to brave activists around the country, Protestant students were finding the 

gradualist position, the “clear middle ground…cut from beneath them.”150 Developments such as 

the Supreme Court case Brown v. Board of Education, the publication of the “Southern 

Manifesto,” the brutal murder of Emmett Till, and the Montgomery bus boycott meant that lines 

were being drawn on both sides, and the middle ground upon which many white Christian 

students wanted to stand was quickly becoming untenable.  

The key to Catchings’ “Community of Acceptance” was that forgiveness was offered at 

the end, not the beginning. In fact, part of the community’s purpose was, as described by the 

Student YMCA-YWCA National Council in 1958, to demonstrate “the contradiction between the 

Christian faith and race prejudice.” Often, this conflict caused a “real crisis of faith.” Rather than 
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run away from the crisis, the Student YMCA-YWCA declared it their goal to “bring about this 

crisis in the lives of students, but also [be a] supporting and forgiving community, which can 

mediate the redemptive power of God’s love.”151 For a community to embody the best of social 

science, democracy, and Christianity, acceptance had to occur after the crisis of faith. 

According to Catchings, forgiveness after—not before—the crisis was integral to 

ensuring that freedom played a role in a community of acceptance. During a discussion with 

Student YMCA-YWCA leaders at the University of Texas in 1955, Catchings said, “The 

problem comes down to the question of having an actual community in which racial distinction 

disappears… Just because people of different racial backgrounds come together on the same 

campus is no sign that a real community will ensue.”152 For Catchings, “actual” or “real” 

community was the goal. He proposed the following questions to Student YMCA-YWCA 

leaders in 1956: “How [do we] best provide experiences which remove students from the rigid 

‘dead-center’ position on race, and release them for self-acceptance and the acceptance of 

others? / How do we maintain community between those who have overcome racial prejudice 

and those who have come only part way?”153 Catchings later summed up this two-pronged 

approach of encouraging acceptance and maintaining relationships as “the struggle for 

community and freedom in the U.S.A. and abroad.”154  

The language of community continued to be used by liberal Protestants throughout the 

1950s and into the 1960s. Brown’s “divine community” and Catchings’ “Community of 

Acceptance” never gained significant traction within the American lexicon, but one articulation 

of community did. Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. first adopted Josiah Royce’s “beloved 

community” in December 1956, while speaking to a crowd in Montgomery, Alabama, about the 

end of the bus boycott. For King, official desegregation was not the end. A future in which 
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society was ordered according to a fusion of the best of science, religion, and democracy 

awaited. Speaking eight months after the April 1956 edition of the Intercollegian, King declared, 

“the end is reconciliation; the end is redemption; the end is the creation of the beloved 

community.”155  

 

Conclusion 

Black leaders in predominantly white ecumenical organizations were sometimes 

successful at inspiring liberal Protestants to move, as suggested by Height and Lee in Christian 

Citizen and Civil Rights, “From study to action.”156 George Haynes’ interracial clinic produced 

concrete proposals for integrated housing, community organizations, and unions, hiring minority 

teachers and fair employment more broadly, and assisting displaced Japanese families.157 Haynes 

and J. Oscar Lee’s work at the FCC and its successor organization, the National Council of 

Churches, provided precedent for the more forthright stands of the 1960s. Dorothy Height’s 

activism ultimately helped center anti-racist work as one of the YWCA’s primary tasks.158 

Having taken the initial steps toward racial justice activism under Maynard Catchings’ leadership 

in the 1950s, the Student YMCA-YWCA became even more involved during the 1960 student 

sit-ins.159 While his claim should not be taken at face value, one reporter supposedly griped, 

“The NAACP did nothing, the XYZ and Etcetera sat around and did nothing. Who did 

something? The damn YMCA…the YMCA started the whole sit-in movement.”160 Ultimately, 

ecumenical Protestant organizations spawned numerous leaders in the Student Nonviolent 

Coordinating Committee, the Student Interracial Ministry, the New Left, and various anti-war 

and women’s movements.161  
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 A willingness to critique their own organization, adopt a multi-racial approach, focus on 

racial injustices beyond the South, and imagine a different kind of world were four key strengths 

of black leaders in predominantly white ecumenical Protestant organizations in the 1940s and 

1950s. Even though it may have put their jobs at risk, black leaders did not shy away from 

critiquing their organizations. Catchings’ critique of the Student YMCA-YWCA helped him 

chart “a new strategy in race relations” and refine his “Community of Acceptance” model.162 

Historian David Hollinger has described the “self-critique carried out by the intellectual 

leadership of mainstream liberal Protestantism during the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s” as “One of 

the most neglected features of twentieth-century American history.”163 Furthermore, while black 

leaders focused primarily on black-white relations, they also included other races, particularly 

Asian Americans.164 For instance, Height wrote in Step by Step, “We must remember that our 

country has a number of racial minorities… difficult problems face all minorities.”165 Perhaps 

because there were few communities in the Deep South that took up their initiatives, New York-

based black ecumenical leaders refused to let the North or upper South off the hook. Height and 

Lee, for instance, had an entire section in Christian Citizen and Civil Rights labelled, “it happens 

in all parts of the country.”166 Black leaders’ emphasis on “facts” helped uncover the more 

hidden nature of racial prejudice and segregation in the north, as noted by a student in Portland, 

Oregon, who left Catchings’ workshop saying, “Segregation, whether in the North or South, I 

learned, is the same thing, just a difference in the way it’s done.”167 Finally, in spite of pervasive 

segregation, black ecumenical leaders were able to imagine and lead others to live into a new 

kind of community—one that welcomed people of all races, valued their intrinsic worth, offered 

them redemption, and transformed them into agents for freedom.168 
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 Despite the important alterations black leaders made, the adoption of a discussion-based 

model had consequences. Discussion models required an abundance of courage, honesty, and 

self-control on the part of African Americans. As described by Gunnar Myrdal in 1944, “The 

conversation between whites and Negroes in the South is heavily regimented by etiquette.”169 

According to Benjamin Mays, Morehouse President and the Vice President of the Federal 

Council of Churches at the time, “the desire to please and the desire to be acceptable to the 

majority and well spoken [sic] of by them will be so strong that Negro Christian leaders will be 

inclined to do and say what they think may prove most acceptable to the White majority.”170 

While Mays acknowledged the very real pressures and constraints on black Americans to tell 

white Americans what they wanted to hear, he insisted that black Christians must ignore that 

desire and always tell the truth.171 He also noted the need to suppress and channel valid black 

anger because calm, constructive criticism is likely to “be more effective” than a “tongue 

lashing.”172 The inclusion of social science facts by black leaders eased the burden on black 

discussion participants somewhat—they did not have to prove to their white counterparts what 

could be proved by science—but the need remained for African Americans to be courageously 

honest and calm. 

 The most glaring weakness of black ecumenical leaders’ activism was that it dealt 

primarily with the removal of prejudice, perhaps a worthwhile goal but not one that will 

necessarily lead to equality. Relying on “the best Negro” or someone with “attractive 

personalities” to change white people’s minds, a form of respectability politics, may have made 

whites less prejudiced against middle-class, educated African Americans, but it did less to alter a 

middle-class, educated white person’s interactions with a poor person of color.173 Furthermore, 

interracial discussions did little to change systemic, structural racism. This was in part due to 
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black ecumenical leaders’ reliance upon individuals as the most effective way to make change. 

Height and Lee wrote, “There can be no miraculous overnight conversion of the public. One by 

one, individuals are enlightened.”174 Perhaps due to Protestant notions of individualism and Cold 

War fears of collectivism, black leaders’ focus on individuals made it difficult to address 

injustices that involved more than conscious racial bias.175 Black ecumenical leaders rarely, if 

ever, advocated for the redistribution of wealth or other solutions for economic injustice. 

Moreover, even though black leaders attempted to “provide within their framework channels for 

effective action,” the emphasis on individuals rendered this slow work.176 The activism of black 

leaders in predominantly white ecumenical Protestant organizations would never have succeeded 

on its own. It needed to be accompanied by more direct forms of activism and agitation. 

Nevertheless, diverse forms of activism do not have to be in opposition—they can also 

complement each other.177  

Despite its shortcomings, the activism of black leaders in predominantly white 

ecumenical Protestant organizations in this period was important. These black men and women 

were under enormous constraints. Not only were they under the strain of being one of few, if 

any, black people in their work environment, but their actions were severely hampered by 

McCarthy era red-baiting.178 Nevertheless, they persevered. They took the legacies of these 

Protestant ecumenical organizations’ use of small groups and discussions about race and 

transformed them. By pairing new research in social science with Christian and democratic 

rhetoric, black leaders attempted to combat white peoples’ prejudices on mental, spiritual, and 

emotional levels. They framed conversations with facts and research and repeatedly suggested 

actions that could bring about change. Moreover, their insistence that discussion-based racial 

justice seminars were reflections of Christian and democratic ideas of community gave them 
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more space to operate than they would have had otherwise. Their work provided a precedent for 

predominantly white ecumenical Protestantism’s more forthright activism of the 1960’s and 

helped chip away at the moral and theological arguments employed by Protestant segregationists.  

The rediscovery of the activism of women and men like Dorothy Height, Maynard 

Catchings, and George Haynes has numerous implications for scholars, liberal religious 

practitioners, and activists. First, it demonstrates how religion and ideas of the therapeutic have 

co-existed and been politically engaged. Second, by pushing a progressive and multicultural 

agenda and intentionally creating crises of faith through a quasi-religious community, black 

ecumenical leaders may have provided the framework for ecumenical Protestantism to later serve 

as what David Hollinger has described as “a commodious halfway house to… post-Protestant 

secularism.”179 Third, it historicizes the still prevalent suggestion—from the White House to 

churches to corporations—that interracial dialogue is the first-step to solving injustice.180 The 

mid-century discussion-based study to action model was developed under severe constraints, and 

despite its strong emphasis on facts and action, there are other, more direct options.181 Fourth, it 

demonstrates the truth of a statement often attributed to Dorothy Height: that humans should not 

be “measured by what a man or woman accomplished, but by the opposition he or she has 

overcome to reach his goals.”182 Black leaders in predominantly white ecumenical organizations 

in the 1940s and 1950s no doubt wanted their employers to do more regarding the elimination of 

racism and inequality. But end results do not tell the whole story. Focusing solely on evaluating 

the ecumenical organizations misses the crucial ways that black leaders both continued and 

subverted the tradition of race-based discussion groups. By assessing both end results and the 

opposition that individuals have had to overcome, historians will continue to recognize the 

hidden contributions of people who “struggle for community and freedom.” 
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